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https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/large-metal-bike-shed
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ASGMAG10

Save 10% off Sheds & Bundle Packs
using code ‘ASGMAG10’ at the checkouts

Offer Excludes delivery & installation if applicable. Products over £100
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Asgard Secure Steel Storage is a division of Flexiform Business 
Furniture Limited, a leading supplier of steel storage systems for 
over 50 years. Asgard can draw on a wealth of metal fabrication 
experience with a long history of engineering and manufacturing 
excellence. 

With an unrivalled reputation for quality and innovation, you can 
be sure of our long-term commitment to supplying high-quality 
products, especially as all our sheds come with a free 10-
year warranty! Our extensive range of metal storage has been 
reviewed and tested by leading independent industry publications, 
with many of our storage units being Police, Insurance, and UK 
Locksmith approved. Our gas bottle storage is the only Calor 
approved system available. 

Asgard’s reputation is built on quality UK manufacturing – all of 
our products are designed and manufactured in Yorkshire. They 
are made from heavy, galvanised (weatherproof) steel, featuring 
integral metal floors*, vented roofs and high-quality locking 
systems, ensuring long-term low maintenance outdoor storage.

All information in this brochure is accurate at the time of writing. Asgard 
reserves the right to amend product details without notification as part of our 
ongoing continuous improvement programme.
* Depending upon model
** Exclusions apply, remote areas may incur a charge

About Asgard
Industry Reviews

Help and advice are always at hand. Asgard has a team of 
Yorkshire-based customer service operators who are available 
with help and advice for all of our products and services. 

Customer Services Opening Hours 
Monday–Thursday: 8.30am–4.30pm
Friday: 8.30am–3.30pm, Weekend: Closed
Chatbot: Open 24/7 for any questions.
Email us: cs@asgardsss.co.uk  | Call: 03456 580 730

Please note, that our YouTube channel also has helpful “how 
to” guides and videos made by our own installation teams.

Customer Support

Contact Asgard See Youtube Videos

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/contact-us/
https://www.youtube.com/user/AsgardStorage
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See how our sheds are made on our 
YouTube channel!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC-4YIKON7s&t=509s
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Asgard Storage (and sister company Flexiform) is a fully 
accredited British manufacturer, ensuring quality and ethical 
manufacturing practices. Our manufacturing is ISO 9001:2015 
(quality), ISO 14001 (environmental) and ISO 45001 (health and 
safety) accredited and we are regularly audited to maintain these 
standards.

Asgard sheds are delivered on our own fleet of vehicles and all 
our drivers have undergone FORS training and are DBS-checked 
to ensure excellent standards of delivery and installations. Our 
installation teams are also Safe Contractor approved ensuring 
safe shed installations. We are also members of UK Logistics, a 
trade association providing us with the support and tools to keep 
our operations safe, efficient and compliant whilst delivering your 
shed. 

In addition to our accredited operations as a business, our high-
security products have been independently tested by the Loss 
Prevention Certification Board, UK Locksmith Association and are 
Secured by Design (Police) approved. Our gas storage is also 
designed in conjunction with Calor, ensuring a quality design. 

To find out more about how we operate, please click below;

Accreditations
Quality-assured British manufacturing

Find out more

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/about-asgard-secure-steel-storage/
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Used by Athletes & Celebrities...
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Asgard sheds are industry leaders and have been tried and 
tested by professional athletes (as well as our customers, cycling 
fanatics, industry magazines, leading national newspapers and 
TV series’ & more).

“I love the convenience and security of my Asgard storage. I 
have peace of mind that my bikes are safe, and I’ve got the 
space of four bikes back from my spare room!” - Katie Archibald 
MBE 

We’ve been trusted to keep bikes safe for many professional 
athletes including Dame Laura Kenny and Sir Jason Kenny, 
Alistair Brownlee MBE, Ed Clancy OBE, Jody Cundy CBE to 
Made in Chelsea star Tiffany Watson, Philanthropist and Explorer 
Justin Packshaw, and Eastenders actor Matt Di Angelo.

“Since day one of coming across Asgard it’s been nothing short 
of incredible. The customer service, the help in selecting the right 
storage unit for me and the support in that process has been a 
joy and privilege. The Asgard Access Plus is absolute perfection. 
The unit is amazing - it’s versatile and strong - it provides me with 
all the requirements I need to store my bike and equipment but 
much more. Using the unit on a daily basis has really provided 
me with more than I knew I needed. I cannot recommend 
Asgard more for your secure bike storage needs.” - Sam Brand, 
Professional Cyclist

Famous Faces

See Asgard’s Athletes See Asgard’s Celebrities

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/british-athletes
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/celebrities
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Rowley Clifford’s Shed, Wahoo Fitness
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Asgard sheds have been reviewed and tested in countless 
magazines over the years, and still continue to wow and impress 
cycling industry professionals, motorcycle professionals and 
more, offering unrivalled security to prevent bike theft. Here is just 
some of the excellent feedback we’ve received;

“If security is an issue, this is the one...I am converted.” - Matt 
Hull, Ride

“All in all we have nothing but praise for the unit. Easy to use and 
something we wouldn’t hesitate in recommending for keeping 
your pride and joy inside.” - Descent World

“They are rugged, they are secure, and they are reliable. If you 
are spending a lot of money on your bike, the price of an Asgard 
price shed is pretty small in the context of that expensive bike 
purchase. Now, this might sound like an advert but let me assure 
you it’s not. I paid for my Asgard with my own money, I believe 
in the product so much, that I’m on my second one now. It is the 
way to go to keep your bikes safe if you can’t keep them in the 
house.” - David Arthur, Just Ride Bikes

Asgard sheds aren’t just highly rated by Celebrities and Industry 
professionals - they are also loved by DIY enthusiasts, gardeners,  
cyclists, bikers, holidaymakers and more! Click below to see the 
full list of magazines and organisations who have reviewed our 
sheds, or our customer reviews:

Reviewed by the Pros
Industry Reviews

See Industry Reviews See Customer Reviews

The Classic

MOTOR
CYCLE
 M O N T H L Y        

road.cc
pedal powered

bike magazinemountain

working for cycling

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-storage-accreditations
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/casestudies
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WHY METAL AND NOT WOOD?
One of the most common questions Asgard get asked is “Why 
should I buy metal when it will just rust? Why should I not buy a 
cheaper, wooden shed?” All Asgard sheds are made from thick, 
galvanised (weatherproof) steel and coated in a polyester powder 
coat paint. This combination of processes makes the steel not 
only weatherproof but exceptionally tough and durable. Asgard 
uses only zinc-coated (rust-resistant) screws for assembling our 
sheds, for better quality fixing and long life. 

MAINTENANCE
Other than a periodic wipe-down and light oiling of the hinges, 
Asgard units are virtually maintenance-free. Unlike wooden 
sheds, no annual felting of the roof, repainting, rotten panels, 
leaks or doors blown off in the wind. You can find out how to 
maintain your shed here.

WEIGHT
Good quality metal sheds are heavy. Asgard sheds are made from 
thick steel and include an integral metal base**, so an Asgard 
shed is very heavy! With weight comes quality and security, our 
sheds can weigh over 100 stone** so you can be sure of strength 
and security. You can choose to fix your unit to the floor using our 
(included) ground fixing kits, giving you the maximum security 
for your tools and equipment. On average our units are 5 times 
heavier than the equivalent sized product from other companies.

Asgard Shed Features
Why get an Asgard shed? 

Galvanised Steel - tough construction making all of our 
sheds secure, weatherproof & low maintenance.
Unique Shed Ventilation - a unique shed ventilation system 
helps maintain airflow inside even when the unit is locked, 
so minimises the build-up of condensation inside the unit.
Pick-and-Drill Resistant Locks** - fitted to most Asgard 
storage units to provide the best possible security. 
Easy Assembly - simple step-by-step instructions for easy 
home assembly (installation service is also available).
Accessories - pre-drilled for a range of storage accessories 
including shelving, hooks, wooden subfloors and more.
Integral Metal Floor - adds strength and stability to the units 
providing even more security. 
Approved Storage - Asgard storage is UK locksmith-
approved, insurance-approved, Police Preferred, and 
industry-approved!*
Made in the UK- designed and made right here in the UK 
with a 10 10-year warranty* supplied as standard.
No Exposed Screws - no exposed external fixings or sharp 
edges making Asgard sheds both secure and safe.

*Excludes hinges (2 year warranty) and locks (12 months)
**Models may vary
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Key Features

SECURITY
Our metal shed has a metal roof and metal doors - a wooden 
shed is weak in comparison and can be simply “kicked” in. All 
Asgard sheds have hidden fixings with most models featuring 
all-metal floors that can be bolted to the ground ensuring 360 
degree protection around your belongings. There are 3 levels of 
Asgard shed security; 3-point locking, 5-point locking and 5-point 
locking with reinforced panels, doors and welded hinges making it 
Secured by Design (Police) approved, LPCB level 1 certified and 
UK Locksmith approved. In addition to these excellent security 
features, all our sheds (excluding Access/Maxess models) feature 
a pick-and-drill resistant locks rated to EN1303, the highest tested 
level of durability, temperature and corrosion resistance. Our 
handles are even designed to snap off in an attempt of an attack, 
preventing entry. 

WARRANTY
All Asgard storage are covered by a 10 year anti-perforation  
warranty*, giving you the confidence that your Asgard unit will 
provide you with many years of secure storage. Please note 
handles are not covered in the warranty as they are designed to 
shear off in an attempted break in.

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-shed-maintenance
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Pick-and-drill resistant locks
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Galvanised steel
Low maintenance

with 10 year warranty

Unique ventilation system

Easy assembly

No exposed screws

UK made

Full accessories

Approved Secure Sheds
Integral Floor
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Our Bike Shed Ranges

Bike capacities depends upon make and model of your bike.

Vertical Bike Locker

2ft x 3ft

Capacity: 1 Bike

3-point locking system

Access Bike Shed

7ft x 4ft

Capacity: 4 Bikes

3-point locking system

Twin Bike Locker

3ft x 6ft

Capacity: 2 Bikes

3-point locking system

Access Plus/ Access E Plus

8ft x 4ft

Capacity: 4 Bikes

3-point locking system

Double-Ended Locker

3ft x 6ft

Capacity: 2 Bikes

3-point locking system

Maxess E Pro

8ft x 4ft

Capacity: 2-3 E-Bikes

3-point locking system

Sentry/ Sentry E Bike Shed

3ft x 7ft

Capacity: 2 Bikes

3-point locking system

Centurion Bike Shed Range

5ft x 9ft / 11ft/ 14ft/ 18ft

Capacity: 6/ 7/ 8/ 10 Bikes

5-point locking system

Annexe/Addition Bike Shed

6ft x 3ft

Capacity: 3 Bikes

3 / 5-point locking system

Gladiator Bike Shed Range

7ft x 9ft / 11ft/ 14ft/ 18ft

Capacity: 8/ 10/ 12/ 14 Bikes

 5-point locking system
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working for cycling

The Vertical Bike Locker stores your bike in the smallest of 
places; by storing the bike on the back wheel you use less floor 
space freeing up valuable garage or garden space. The entire 
locker bolts to the ground for increased security, and with the 
integral ventilation system condensation is kept to a minimum. 

“Quality is superior to anything else.” - Jimbo 

Inside this thick weatherproof steel unit is an easy access guide 
ramp and a wheel retaining clamp. Simply open the heavy-duty 
door and push the bike into the wide guide rail. Your front wheel 
lifts over the wheel retaining hook and then drops into position 
clamping the bike wheel into place. It’s that simple, your bike is 
now safely stored! For convenience, store your helmets and gear 
on the internal hooks, keeping all your riding gear safe and dry.

Dimensions
Height: 1990mm (6ft 5")
Width: 800mm (2ft 6")
Depth: 1100mm (3ft 6")
Weight: 132Kg (20.7 stone)

Base Dimensions:
880mm x 1200mm
Door Apperture:
700mm x 1680mm
Door Clearance: 740mm

Vertical Bike Locker Features
 - Stores 1 bike vertically with the option to bolt units together.
 - Integral wheel guide and loop.
 - Large right-hand opening door for easy use.
 - Integral floor with space for cycling accessories.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.

Asgard Features
 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.

Buy the Vertical Bike Locker

Store Your Bike Upright

Vertical Bike Locker x1

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-locker-vertical
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The Twin Bike Locker is designed to store 2 bikes securely in a 
small footprint and is ideal for areas where space is restricted but 
bike security is still important. The Locker is accessed from the 
end, so the width of the unit is kept to a minimum - ideal for use 
down the side of a house or flat. With 2 hooks included, the Twin 
Bike Locker is an ideal commuter bikebox.

“It’s well manufactured, safe and strong, even with two bikes 
inside there’s enough room for some power tools” - Dave 

The unit is made in the UK from tough galvanised (weatherproof) 
steel featuring a tough 3-point pick-and-drill resistant locking 
system and has been designed to be bolted to a concrete base, 
preventing thieves from lifting the 15-stone locker away. A stylish 
vented front allows air to flow inside and keeps condensation to a 
minimum keeping your bike, helmet and bag dry. 

Dimensions
Height: 1205mm (3ft 11")
Width: 900mm (2ft 11")
Depth: 1900mm (6ft 3")
Weight: 99Kg (15.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1000mm x 2000mm
Door Apperture:
1115mm x 800mm
Door Clearance: 850mm

Twin Bike Locker Features
 - Stores 2 bikes with the option to bolt units together.
 - Large right-hand opening door for easy use. 
 - Open interior space, no restriction on how to store your bikes.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Secure the unit to the ground (fixing kit included).
 - Includes 2 bike hooks. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Please note, this unit has no integral base.
Buy the Twin Bike Locker

Compact Bikebox For Two Bikes

Twin Bike Locker x2

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/twin-bike-locker
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Double-Ended Bike Shelter x2 Independantly stored

Our Double-Ended bike storage unit is the perfect way of storing 
2 bikes separately in a secure manner within the same unit. 
Designed as a space-saving storage unit, the Double-Ended 
shelter is ideal for areas where space is restricted but bike 
security is important. Unlike other bike stores, this bike shelter 
is accessed from both ends so the size of the unit is kept to a 
minimum and is ideal for use down the side of a house or flat. 

“Ideal in the shared space of a subdivided house or block of 
flats, bridges the gap between the cut price domestic sheds and 
the more expensive commercial designs” - A to B Magazine 

The two independently locking doors (3-point pick-resistant locks 
on each door), a tough steel internal division, and internal locking 
points ensure that two bikes can be secured independently - 
perfect for communal areas or shared accommodation.

Dimensions
Height: 1205mm (3ft 11")
Width: 900mm (2ft 11")
Depth: 1900mm (6ft 3")
Weight: 152Kg (24 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1000mm x 2200mm
Door Appertures:
1115mm x 800mm
Door Clearance: 850mm 
(each side)

Double Bike Shelter Features
 - Stores 2 bikes independently with the option to bolt units  

   together.
 - Large right-hand opening doors for easy use. 
 - Additional internal cycling locking points for security.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Secure the unit to the ground (fixing kit included).

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Please note, this unit has no integral base.

Buy the Double Bike Shelter

Store Two Bikes Separately

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-bike-locker
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If you have limited space available outside your house or flat, the 
3ft x 7ft* Sentry Bike shed could be the shed for you! This  
ultra-slim bike store will fit 2 bikes and all of your riding gear, in a 
safe and secure manner. At an impressive 140kg in weight, the 
Sentry Bike Shed features a tough 3-point locking system, with 
a pick-and-drill resistant locking system, integral metal floor, and 
internal steel deadbolts for maximum bike security.

The Sentry is a fully weatherproof (rust-resistant, galvanised 
metal) bike storage shed, with a dual ventilation system for 
increased airflow inside the unit, keeping the contents of your bike 
shed dry by minimising condensation. This all-metal,  
weather-resistant bike shed has been designed to keep your 
bikes safe, secure and dry, no matter what the weather. The 
Sentry shed is now available with and without an electric 
mounting power for adding power to your shed. 

Dimensions
Height: 1930mm (6ft 4")
Width: 1056mm (3ft 6")
Depth: 2228mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 145Kg (22.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1200mm x 2400mm
Door Apperture:
1700mm x 740mm
Door Clearance: 790mm

Sentry Shed Features
 - Compact design suitable for small spaces with a single door.
 - Tall walk-in shed with an internal apex height of 6ft 2".
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Additional front ventilated fascia to maintain airflow.
 - Available with an additional electrical mounting plate and  

  grommet for adding electrics to your shed (Sentry E model).
 - Includes wall-mounted bike rack.
 -
 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Sentry Bike Shed x2

(Electric model)

Buy the Sentry E Shed Buy the Sentry Shed

A Walk-In Shed Designed for Small Spaces

**

**Sentry E Bike Shed Only

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/sentry-e-bike-storage-x2
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-shed-x2
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The Addition bike store is a heavy-duty, all-metal bike shed 
providing secure outdoor storage of up to 3* adult cycles and all 
of your cycling equipment. Built from tough galvanised steel, this 
storage unit offers excellent bike security and is an ideal secure 
store for all of your high-value mountain bikes and road bikes. 

“Superb item, structurally sound and secure, really functional and 
looks great - is a pleasure to use. Top tip; get the full length shelf, 
its brilliant.” - Mr YT

To keep your bikes safe and dry, the Addition bike store features 
a pick-and-drill resistant, 3-point locking system, an integral full 
metal floor and a vented roof. Packed with innovative features 
the Addition bike store has an integral rain guard to keep the 
strongest wind and rain out, along with a large double door
access for easy loading and unloading of your valuable bikes. 

Dimensions
Height at rear: 1444mm (4ft 7”)
Height at front: 1340mm (4ft 3")
Width: 1832mm (6ft)
Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 103Kg (16.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1990mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture:
1180mm x 1140mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Addition Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access. 
 - Door handling can be changed by the user.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Integral over-door weather guard.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Addition Bike Shed x3

Buy the Addition Shed

Compact Shed for 3 Bikes

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-x3
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LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

road.cc
pedal powered

The Annexe high-security bike store is a Police Preferred, LPCB, 
and UK locksmith-approved secure unit suitable for high-risk 
areas or areas where your unit may be isolated. Maintaining the 
looks of the Addition bike store, the Annexe is even tougher with 
additional stiffeners, extra bolts, a 5-point locking system, a pick-
and-drill resistant lock, a rear lock shroud and ground fixing bolts! 

“Everything about this product was great and easy; asking 
questions via the website was easy and informative, booking the 
date for installation was done well, the product looks good and is 
secure. Good product and customer service.” - NikNak

The high-security bike locker is made from tough weatherproof 
steel with a vented roof to reduce condensation and an additional 
rain guard to keep your bikes safe and dry. The large double-door 
access can be handled by the user to suit a specific location.

Dimensions
Height at rear: 1444mm (4ft 7")
Height at front: 1340mm (4ft 3")
Width: 1832mm (6ft)
Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 103Kg (16.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1990mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture:
1180mm x 1140mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Annexe Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access. 
 - Door handling can be changed by the user.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Integral over-door weather guard.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Annexe Bike Shed x3

Buy the Annexe Shed

Police Preferred Compact Shed for 3 Bikes

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-x3-police-approved
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A tough weatherproof all-metal storage unit designed to give you 
the easiest possible access to your bikes and riding equipment. 
The Access holds up to 4 bikes* which is accessible via two large 
reinforced doors and a gas-lift reinforced lid. This shed also  
features a full metal floor (can be bolted to the ground), a 3-point 
locking system, and a hidden ventilation system which allows 
airflow inside to keep condensation to a minimum. 

“Short of using explosives I can’t see anyway that someone is 
getting to my bikes”.- The Ride Journal

The Access bike store was given 9/10 by Cycling Plus and given 
the “Editors Choice award” Countless other magazines regard this 
as “the best bike store on the market”. This model is also used by 
Olympians and Paralympians including Dame Laura Kenny and 
Jody Cundy OBE.

Dimensions
Height at front: 1140mm (3ft 8")
Height at rear: 1340mm (4ft 4")
H Lid open: 1960mm (6ft 5")
Width: 2060mm (6ft 8")
Depth: 1043mm (3ft 4")
Weight: 114Kg (18 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2200mm x 1150mm
Door Apperture: 1350mm
Door Clearance: 780mm

Access Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access and lift-up lid. 
 - Tough 3-point locking system with stainless steel shrouded  

  twin locks designed for own padlocks (level 8 recommended).
 - Gas-assisted lid with easy-grip handle.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

This unit requires 100mm at the rear for the lid to open. 

Access Bike Shed x4

Buy the Access Shed

Low Shed with Lift-Up Lid

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-x4
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The Access Plus allows you to store larger bikes (29ers) with all 
your riding equipment. The Access Plus range is a tough all-metal 
storage unit designed to give you the easiest possible access to 
your bikes and riding equipment via two large reinforced doors 
and a gas-lift reinforced lid. 
 
Manufactured from heavy gauge galvanised (weatherproof) 
steel, the Access Plus range features a full metal floor (can 
be bolted to the ground), a 3-point locking system (shrouded 
padlock system with internal steel deadbolts on the doors), and a 
hidden ventilation system allows airflow inside, designed to keep 
condensation to a minimum. The Access Plus is designed to hold 
up to 4x 29” bikes*, whilst the Access E Plus has the same great 
features and footprint but with an electric mounting plate and 
grommet for adding electrics to your shed. Great for storing up to 
3 e-bikes!

Dimensions
Height at front: 1140mm (3ft 8")
Height at rear: 1340mm (4ft 4")
H Lid open: 1960mm (6ft 5")
Width: 2306mm (7ft 7")
Depth: 1043mm (3ft 4")
Weight: 114Kg (18 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2450mm x 1150mm
Door Apperture: 1600mm
Door Clearance: 870mm

Access Plus Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access and lift-up lid. 
 - Tough 3-point locking system with stainless steel shrouded  

  twin locks designed for own padlocks (level 8 recommended).
 - Gas-assisted lid with easy-grip handle.
 - Available with an additional electrical mounting plate and  

  grommet for adding electrics to your shed (Access E Plus).

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

This unit requires 100mm at the rear for the lid to open. 

Access Plus Bike Shed x4 bikes or x3 e-bikes

Low Shed with Lift-Up Lid

(Electric model)

Buy the Access E Plus Shed Buy the Access Plus Shed

**

**

**Access E Plus Bike Shed Only

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/access-e-plus
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/large-metal-bike-shed
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The Maxess E Pro is designed for storing the next generation of 
electric bikes. This extra high, multipurpose “walk-in” storage unit 
is ideally suited for the larger/ oversized “sit up and beg” style 
e-bikes. This spacious bike unit has been designed with a higher 
front and back than our Access Plus bike shed, but with the same 
compact (garden-friendly) footprint. The extra height makes this 
bike shed perfect for even the largest bikes.

“The quality is great and I have a great peace of mind having my 
bikes in there as it feels super secure.”  - Alice Barnes.

Get easy access to your bikes through the heavy-duty, reinforced 
(with steel tube) double doors    and the reinforced (gas assist) 
lift-up lid giving a huge 1.6m wide opening. This weather-resistant 
(galvanised metal) ebike shed features two electric mounting 
plates and grommets for adding power to your shed - perfect for 
charging ebikes and equipment. 

Dimensions
Height at front: 1273mm (4ft 2")
Height at rear: 1490mm (4ft10")
H Lid open: 2110mm (6ft 11")
Width: 2306mm (7ft 7")
Depth: 1053mm (3ft 4")
Weight: 148Kg (23.3 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2450mm x 1150mm
Door Apperture: 1600mm
Door Clearance: 870mm

Maxess E Pro Shed Features
 - Extra high shed with wide double door access and lift-up lid. 
 - Tough 3-point locking system with stainless steel shrouded  

  twin locks designed for own padlocks (level 8 recommended).
 - Gas-assisted lid with easy-grip handle.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

This unit requires 100mm at the rear for the lid to open. 

Maxess E Pro Bike Shed x2-3

Designed for “Sit Up and Beg” Ebikes

Buy the Maxess E Pro Shed

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/maxess-e-pro
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Our Police Preferred (Secured by Design) small walk-in cycle 
shed is a supremely tough secure bike shed for your most 
valuable bikes and cycling equipment. Built from heavy-duty 
galvanised steel panels, an integral metal floor, and excellent 
double door access the Asgard 4x bike* store perfect for keeping 
all of your bikes and riding gear together. 
“A great shed, well built and well designed. Strong and sturdy.” 
- JP

The EN1303 rated pick-and-drill resistant lock, internal deadbolts, 
integral floor, welded hinges, and internal fixings all go together 
to make this unit Police (Secured by Design), UK Locksmith and 
LPCB approved. A ventilated roof design keeps condensation to a 
minimum, ensuring your riding gear is safe and dry whatever the 
weather. 

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 255Kg (40.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 2640mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  shelf and bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Bike Shed x4

Police Preferred Shed for 4 Bikes

Buy the Centurion x4 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/centurion-bike-shed-x4
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Our Police Preferred (Secured by Design) extra-large cycle shed 
is a supremely tough secure bike shed for your most valuable 
bikes and cycling equipment. Built from heavy-duty galvanised 
steel panels, an integral metal floor, and excellent double door 
access the Asgard 6x bike* store perfect for keeping all of your 
bikes and riding gear together. A ventilated roof design keeps 
condensation to a minimum, ensuring your riding gear is safe and 
dry whatever the weather. 

“3 weeks after installing this shed we had a break in into our 
wooden shed with some tools stolen, they tried getting into this 
one with a crow bar in two places, barely a scratch on the door 
and they did not succeed. Kept £3k worth of bikes safe.” - JP

The pick-and-drill resistant lock, deadbolts, integral floor, welded 
hinges, and internal fixings all go together to make this unit 
Police, UK Locksmith and LPCB approved. 

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 2740mm (9ft)
Weight: 294Kg (46.4 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 3215mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  shelf and bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Bike Shed x6

Police Preferred Shed for 6 Bikes

Buy the Centurion x6 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/cycle-maintenance-shed
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This Police Preferred (Secured by Design) unit is designed to 
offer secure storage for your most valuable bikes and cycling  
accessories. Made from our tough galvanised (weatherproof) 
steel panels and featuring a ventilation system to reduce  
condensation, this shed gives you the ultimate in bike storage. 

“So much stronger and robust than any wooden alternative..” - 
Cyclosport 

The Cycle Store Plus includes electric socket mounting plates 
to add power to your shed and comes fully equipped with 
accessories for the ultimate bike set-up. Your bikes are safe 
behind the pick-and-drill resistant 5-point locking system, yet 
easily accessible through the large double door access. This 
extra-large storage shed is perfect for keeping all of your bikes 
(stores up to 7 bikes) and equipment together.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 11")
Weight: 334Kg (52.5 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 3790mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  shelf and bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Bike Shed x7

Police Preferred Shed for 7 Bikes

Buy the Centurion x7 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-shed-plus
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This Police Preferred (Secured by Design) unit is designed 
to offer secure storage. Made from our tough galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels and featuring a ventilation system 
to reduce condensation, this shed gives you the ultimate in bike 
storage. 

“So much stronger and robust than any wooden alternative.” - 
Cyclosport 

The Centurion Bike Shed x8 includes electric socket mounting 
plates to add power to your shed and comes fully equipped with 
accessories for the ultimate bike set-up. Your bikes are safe 
behind the pick-and-drill resistant 5-point locking system, yet 
easily accessible through the large double door access. This 
extra-large storage shed is perfect for keeping all of your bikes 
(stores up to 8 bikes) and equipment together.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 4422mm (16ft 2")
Weight: 413Kg (65 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 4940mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  shelf and bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Bike Shed x8

Police Preferred Shed for 8 Bikes

Buy the Centurion x8 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-shed-plus2
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The Asgard Bike Shed x10** is the ultimate bike storage solution 
with heavy-duty reinforced doors, welded hinges, reinforced side 
panels, a reinforced roof, deadbolt doors, and an ultra-tough 
5-point locking mechanism with a pick (and drill) resistant lock.
All these security features make this enormous bike shed UK 
Locksmith and Police Preferred offering secure storage for your 
most valuable bikes and cycling accessories. 

“A superb range of bike sheds - highy reccomended” - Brian

The super large bike shed is made from our heavy-duty, 
weatherproof (galvanised) steel panels packed with fantastic 
security features to give you amazing bike storage and is supplied 
complete with an integral metal floor and the fixing bolts to secure 
the whole bike shed to the ground.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 5514mm (18ft 1")
Weight: 489Kg (77 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 5974mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  shelf and bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Bike Shed x10

Police Preferred Shed for 10 Bikes

Buy the Centurion x10 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-x10
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The Asgard Gladiator Cycle Store is a Police (Secured by 
Design), UK Locksmith and LPCB-approved shed manufactured 
from thick galvanised (weatherproof) steel, making it one of the 
safest and most comfortable ways to securely store your valuable 
bikes and cycling accessories. 

“It is so good we purchased another...very secure and robust. I 
would highly recommend these products” - Bigfoot

With a 5-point pick-and-drill resistant locking system and heavy-
gauge steel, the Gladiator Cycle Store weighs in at an incredible 
441kg (69.6 stone). The Gladiator Cycle Store measures 7ft x 9ft 
and features double-door access, this extra space means you can 
comfortably manoeuvre around inside and effortlessly get up to 8 
bikes* in and out. 

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 2726mm (8ft 11")
Weight: 378Kg (59.5 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 3100mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  2 shelves and bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Bike Shed x8

Extra wide Shed for 8 Bikes

Buy the Gladiator x8 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/gladiator-cycle-store
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The Asgard Gladiator Cycle Storage x10 has it all - large capacity, 
Police Preferred security and low-maintenance construction!
Made from thick heavy gauge galvanised (weatherproof) 
steel, this shed measures 2.2m wide x 3.3m deep with double 
door access, offering ample space for 10 bikes plus cycling 
maintenance gear. The 18 gauge steel results in the Gladiator 
Cycle Store x10 weighing in at an incredible 441kg - the weight 
adds to its security as it isn’t going to budge, not even for the UK’s 
harshest and windiest weather or a thief trying to prise the shed 
from underneath.

The Gladiator Cycle Store has impressive security features 
including a 5-point locking system which is made up of two 10mm 
heavy-duty deadbolts, a dual locking bar and an EN1303-rated 
pick-and-drill resistant lock, protected on the inside from a shroud. 
The lock also features a handle which is designed to snap off in 
an attack to prevent entry!

Dimensions
Height: 2072mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 11")
Weight: 433Kg (68.3 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 3790mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  4 shelves and a bike rack for 4 bikes. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Bike Shed x10

Extra Wide Shed for 10 Bikes

Buy the Gladiator x10 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/gladiator-cycle-store-x10
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The Asgard Gladiator Cycle Store x12 is the most spacious cycle 
store yet, measuring over 7ft wide x 14ft deep with double door 
access to easily manoeuvre around inside and effortlessly get 
up to 12 bikes* in and out. This Police (Secured by Design), UK 
Locksmith and LPCB-approved shed is manufactured in Yorkshire 
from thick galvanised (weatherproof) steel and features a 5-point 
pick-and-drill resistant locking system.  

“Loving my new cycle workshop space. I would highly 
recommend Asgard sheds as excellent quality and a must for 
anyone concerned about security. They are Secured by Design 
and recommended by lots of organisations.” - Anon 

The Gladiator Cycle Store x12 bike shed weighs in at 85 stone 
and comes with an integral metal base which can then be bolted 
to the ground for even more security, and features a unique 
ventilation system designed to minimise condensation.

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 4422mm (14ft 6")
Weight: 539Kg (85 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 4940mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  4 shelves and 2 bike racks for 4 bikes each. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Bike Shed x12

Extra Wide Shed for 12 Bikes

Buy the Gladiator x12 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/cycle-store-x-12-police-approved
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The Asgard Gladiator Bike Shed x 14** is one of our best bike 
storage solutions, manufactured from reinforced galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel and weighing in at over 100 stone. This 
extra tough bike shed is independently tested and certified by 
LPCB and is UK Locksmith, Police Preferred - giving you fantastic 
security and peace of mind. Designed to store up to 14 bikes plus 
lots of accessories, this cycle store is ideal for professionals, cycle 
clubs and cycling enthusiasts alike.

To keep your bikes in tip-top condition and safe from thieves, this 
all-metal bike shed has been designed with ample security, space 
for maintenance and ventilation features. The shed features 
heavy-duty reinforced doors, welded hinges, reinforced side 
panels, and a reinforced roof. The double doors feature factory-
fitted top and bottom deadbolts and a 5-point locking mechanism 
with an EN1303 pick-and-drill resistant lock.

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8”)
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4”)
Depth: 5514mm (18ft 1”)
Weight: 645Kg (101.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 5876mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on cycle insurance (Yellow Jersey).
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 
 - Complete with access ramp, wooden subflooring, 10x hooks,  

  4 shelves and 1 bike racks for 4 bikes each. 
 -
 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Bike Shed x14

Extra Wide Shed for 14 Bikes

Buy the Gladiator x14 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-storage-x14
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Our Garden Shed Ranges

Access Shed

7ft x 4ft

Double Door & Lift-Up Lid

3-point locking system

Sentry Shed

3ft x 7ft

Single Door

3-point locking system

Access Plus/ Access E Plus

8ft x 4ft

Double Door & Lift-Up Lid

3-point locking system

Annexe/Addition Bike Shed

6ft x 3ft

Double Door

3 / 5-point locking system

Secure Store Shed

5ft x 3ft

Double Door

3-point locking system

Trojan Plus Shed

7ft x 3ft

Double Door

5-point locking system

Flexistore Shed

5ft x 4ft / 7ft / 11ft

Single Door

3-point locking system

Centurion Bike Shed Range

5ft x 7ft / 11ft/ 14ft/ 18ft

Double Door

5-point locking system

Gladiator Bike Shed Range

7ft x 7ft / 11ft/ 14ft/ 18ft

Double Door

5-point locking system
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The Asgard Secure Store is a great value, 5 x 3 metal garden 
shed. Fully ventilated to reduce condensation, this shed is built 
from weatherproof (galvanised) steel panels with an integral metal 
floor and large double door access. 

“This is a serious bit of shed, well made delivered on time all the 
bits were there. Great stuff” - Cheapskate

This garden storage unit is an ideal secure home for all of your 
everyday garden essentials, tools, toys and more. Inside the 
Secure Store, you can be sure your items will be kept safe, yet 
instantly accessible via the 170-degree wide opening doors. To 
protect your stored items from theft and help keep them safe, the 
secure store shed is fitted with a tough 3-point locking system 
and features a pick-and-drill-resistant euro cylinder lock with an 
internal deadbolt (for extra secure storage).

Dimensions
Height at front: 1312mm (4ft 3")
Height at rear: 1266mm (4ft 1")
Width: 1542mm (5ft 1")
Depth: 950mm (3ft 1")
Weight: 76Kg (12 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1600mm x 1000mm
Door Apperture:
1260mm x 1200mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Secure Store Features
 - Double door access to maximise space.
 - Rear-sloping roof to drain water away.
 - Integral floor with fixing kit for securing the unit to the ground.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Buy the Secure Store

Small Tool Storage

Secure Store 5ft x 3ft

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x3-metal-shed
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The Asgard Addition is a medium-sized 6 x 3 all-metal garden 
shed providing secure outdoor storage of your garden tools and 
equipment. This unit is an ideal secure store for your more
expensive gardening equipment which you need to remain
secure, yet require regular access to. 

“I’ll never be able to go back to a wooden shed now, I can’t 
believe how easy it was to put together and how wonderfully 
waterproof it is too! Very happy customer here!” - Becky

The Addition shed is fully ventilated to reduce condensation inside 
and is built from our tough, galvanised (weatherproof) steel with 
an integral metal floor. With convenient large double door access, 
a 3-point pick-and-drill resistant locking system and weighing in at 
103kg (16.3 stone), the Addition garden store is an exceptionally 
secure and versatile storage unit providing excellent weatherproof 
protection for your gardening equipment.

Dimensions
Height at rear: 1444mm (4ft 7")
Height at front: 1340mm (4ft 3")
Width: 1832mm (6ft)
Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 103Kg (16.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1990mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture:
1180mm x 1140mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Addition Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access. 
 - Door handling can be changed by the user.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Integral over-door weather guard.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Addition Shed 6ft x 3ft

Buy the Addition Shed

Used by Horticulturist Becky Searle

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/medium-metal-garden-storage-the-addition
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LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

The Annexe high-security garden shed from Asgard is a Police 
Preferred (Secured by Design), Locksmith and LPCB-approved 
maximum security garden shed. If you are in a high-risk area 
where security is an issue, or you just enjoy peace of mind, you’ll 
need maximum protection for your tools and equipment. 

“So happy with our Asgard Annexe Bundle. The team were really 
helpful and installed the shed with no issues. We feel so much 
safer now having this, especially as it’s Police Preferred” 
 - Tiffany Watson 

The Annexe features a ventilated design to reduce condensation 
and is built from very thick, heavy gauge galvanised steel panels 
and features a heavy-duty integral metal floor, 5-point locking sys-
tem, welded hinges and reinforced double doors - for even more 
security the Annexe is supplied with heavy-duty ground bolts, 
allowing you to secure the shed to the ground.

Dimensions
Height at rear: 1444mm (4ft 7")
Height at front: 1340mm (4ft 3")
Width: 1832mm (6ft)
Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 138Kg (21.7 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1990mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture:
1180mm x 1140mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Annexe Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access. 
 - Door handling can be changed by the user.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved.
 - Integral over-door weather guard.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Annexe Shed 6ft x 3ft

Buy the Annexe Shed

Used by Made in Chealsea’s Tiiffany Watson

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/high-security-metal-shed
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The 7 x 4 Access is an all-metal garden shed designed to give 
you the easiest possible access to your garden tools and 
equipment. A heavy-duty integral metal base, two large
(reinforced) doors and a reinforced gas lift lid give the shed 
excellent flexibility for storing large garden items.

“... worth every penny! If you want peace of mind while you’re at 
work or on holiday then get an Asgard.” - Andy

The Access garden store has a tough 3-point locking system, 
combining security-rated level 8 padlocks (recommended) with 
internal steel deadbolts and solid steel lock shrouds. The gas lift 
lid coupled with large double doors gives easy access to all of 
your garden tools and furniture. This fully ventilated shed reduces 
condensation inside keeping items safe and dry.

Dimensions
Height: 1140mm (3ft 8")
Height at rear: 1340mm (4ft 4")
H Lid open: 1960mm (6ft 5")
Width: 2060mm (6ft 8")
Depth: 1043mm (3ft 4")
Weight: 114Kg (18 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2200mm x 1150mm
Door Apperture: 1350mm
Door Clearance: 780mm

Access Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access and lift-up lid
 - Tough 3-point locking system with stainless steel shrouded  

  twin locks designed for own padlocks (level 8 recommended).
 - Gas-assisted lid with easy-grip handle.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

This unit requires 100mm at the rear for the lid to open. 

Access Shed 7ft x 4ft

Buy the Access Shed

Low Shed With Lift-Up Lid

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/medium-metal-garden-shed
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The Access Plus is an 8 x 4 metal garden shed boasts both 
storage space and security. Made from weatherproof galvanised 
heavy gauge steel, this 8 x 4 shed is tough, yet easy to navigate 
in and out of. 

“I would recommend this shed to anyone, great. Fun to put 
together, like a big Meccano set.” - Robert

Featuring an easy-to-use gas-powered lift-up lid and double front 
door access, you can easily put your lawnmower and garden 
tools inside and not have to worry about tripping up over things. 
With an integral metal base and unique roof ventilation system, 
condensation is kept to a minimum as air is able to flow within 
the shed despite it being locked. The integrity and security of the 
Access Plus garden shed is strengthened through the reinforced 
doors and level 8-rated padlocks (optional).

Dimensions
Height: 1140mm (3ft 8")
Height at rear: 1340mm (4ft ")
H Lid open: 1960mm (6ft 5")
Width: 2306mm (7ft 7")
Depth: 1043mm (3ft 4")
Weight: 122Kg (19.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2450mm x 1150mm
Door Apperture: 1600mm
Door Clearance: 870mm

Access Plus Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access and lift-up lid
 - Tough 3-point locking system with stainless steel shrouded  

  twin locks designed for own padlocks (level 8 recommended).
 - Gas-assisted lid with easy-grip handle.
 - Available with an additional electrical mounting plate and  

  grommet for adding electrics to your shed (Access E Plus).

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

This unit requires 100mm at the rear for the lid to open. 

Access Plus Shed 8ft x 4ft

Low Shed With Lift-Up Lid

(Electric model)

Buy the Access E Plus Shed Buy the Access Plus Shed

**

**

**Access E Plus Bike Shed Only

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/access-e-plus-garden-storage
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/8x4-metal-garden-shed
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The Trojan Plus is a garden shed/bike storage combination shed. 
Built from thick, heavy gauge weatherproof steel panels with a 
tough metal floor and large double door access. This combination 
garden store is ideal for keeping your everyday garden tools and 
equipment as well as storing a single road or mountain bike. 

“[I] was even happier when delivered with the quality of the 
product. It goes together like a dream. Would high recommend 
this to anyone looking.” - Steve 

The Trojan Plus is fitted with a heavy-duty, 5-point locking system 
featuring a pick-and-drill resistant lock and internal deadbolts. 
This UK-designed and manufactured garden store is exceptionally 
versatile and ideally suited for areas where floor space is at a 
premium or when you need extra height.

Dimensions
Height: 2110mm (6ft 9")
Width: 2200mm (7ft 2")
Depth: 950mm (3ft 1")
Weight: 160Kg (25 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2350mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture: 
1760mm x 1572mm 
Door Clearance: 810mm

Trojan Plus Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with double door access and rain guard.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Integral metal base with fixing kit for securing to the ground.
 - Optional bike rack to store 1 bike.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Trojan Plus Shed 7ft x 3ft

Walk-In Shed

Buy the Trojan Plus Shed

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/trojan-plus
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The Sentry is an ultra-slim metal shed designed specifically to fit 
into smaller spaces, whether it’s placed at the side of a house, a 
block of flats, a courtyard garden or other areas where outdoor 
space is limited.

“The Sentry, Limited space so opted for this. It’s amazingly 
spacious, better than I was thinking.” - Daz

The 3 x 7 shed has plenty of storage inside and can handle 
most outdoor storage needs. Weighing in at 140kg, with a tough 
3-point locking system - featuring a pick and drill-resistant locking 
mechanism, this all-metal weatherproof shed is designed to keep 
your garden tools safe and dry no matter what the weather. Up 
top you will find two ventilation systems, in the roof eaves and 
in the front fascia, designed to maintain airflow inside the locked 
shed, keeping condensation to a minimum. 

Dimensions
Height: 1930mm (6ft 4")
Width: 1056mm (3ft 6")
Depth: 2228mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 145Kg (22.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1200mm x 2400mm
Door Apperture:
1700mm x 740mm
Door Clearance: 790mm

Sentry Shed Features
 - Compact design suitable for small spaces with a single door.
 - Tall walk-in shed with an internal apex height of 6ft 2".
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Additional front ventilated fascia to maintain airflow.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Sentry Shed 3ft x 7ft

Buy the Sentry Shed

Designed For Small Spaces

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/3x7-sentry-garden-shed
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The Saracen is a secure metal shed designed to offer high-
security features in a compact small shed. With Secured by 
Design, LPCB, UK Locksmith approval, this tough shed is ideal 
for tools and valuable equipment.

“Walk-in shed, secure and compact - whats not to love!” - Niamh

The 5 x 4 shed has plenty of storage inside and a head height 
of 6ft 6”, making it comfortable for most users without hunching 
or ducking. Weighing in at 250kg, with a tough 5-point locking 
system featuring a EN1303 rated pick and drill-resistant locking 
mechanism, this all-metal weatherproof shed is designed to keep 
your garden tools safe and dry no matter what the weather. This 
shed features an electrical mounting point and cable grommet, 
allowing you to add power to the inside of your shed to charge 
tools and equipment whilst keeping them securely locked away.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1524mm (5ft 0")
Depth: 1066mm (3ft 6")
Weight: 250Kg (39.3 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 1650mm
Door Apperture:
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Saracen Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double-door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate for charging tools and equipment.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Saracen Shed 5ft x 4ft

Buy the Sacacen Shed

Electric Ready Tool Shed

**

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5-x-4-police-approved-metal-garden-she
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The Flexistore range is available as 5ft x 4ft, 5ft x 7ft and 5ft x 11ft 
and each variation offers unbeatable security and incredible value 
that other products simply can’t match. The range is built from 
our usual high quality, weatherproof heavy gauge steel features 
a tough integral metal floor and the same pick-and-drill resistant, 
euro cylinder locking system as our Locksmiths approved storage 
products. 

“The quality is well above the other cheap stuff”  - Ted 

The Flexistore range of sheds has an additional front ventilation 
system for improved airflow reducing internal condensation inside 
even when the unit is fully locked. This garden shed features a 
single heavy-duty door with a 3-point locking system, designed to 
combine easy access and security.

Dimensions
Height: 1990mm (6ft 6”)
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2”)
Depth: 1107mm (3ft 7”)
Weight: 118Kg (18 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 1557mm
Door Apperture:
1710mm x 747mm
Door Clearance: 790mm

Flexistore Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with single door.
 - Integral metal base with an option to bolt down to the ground.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Additional front ventilated fascia to maintain airflow.  

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Flexistore Shed 5ft x 4ft

Buy the Flexistore 1511 Shed

Designed For Small Spaces

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5-x-4-metal-garden-shed
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The Flexistore 1522 is the second largest standard shed in the 
Flexistore range measuring 5ft 2” x 7ft 4”. The extended length is 
via one of our Flexistore extension packs, allowing our Flexistore 
range to be infinitely extended in-depth in 1.1m increments**. 

“Love the shed. Easy to build, secure and will last a lifetime.” - 
WS

The 1522 features a tough integral metal floor that can be bolted 
to the ground for increased security. Access is via a single heavy-
duty door with a tough pick-and-drill resistant 3-point locking 
system – with internal deadbolts, designed to combine easy 
access with incredible security, to create a hard-wearing secure 
garden shed. The Flexistore range of sheds is the additional 
front ventilation system for improved airflow reducing internal 
condensation inside even when the unit is fully locked.

Dimensions
Height: 1990mm (6ft 6")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 240mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 184Kg (24 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 2640mm
Door Apperture:
1710mm x 747mm
Door Clearance: 790mm

Flexistore Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with single door.
 - Integral metal base with an option to bolt down to the ground.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Additional front ventilated fascia to maintain airflow.  

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

**Extensions cannot be retrofitted to this model.

Flexistore Shed 5ft x 7ft

Buy the Flexistore 1522 Shed

Secure Garden Shed

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x7-metal-shed
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The Flexistore 1533 measures 5ft 2” x 10ft 1” long, providing an 
incredible amount of garden storage. The extended length is via 
our Flexistore extension packs, allowing our Flexistore range to 
be infinitely extended in-depth in 1.1m increments**. 

“In short, it’s a high quality piece of kit. I can’t really fault it.” - Zed 

The 1533 as with all of the Flexistore range features a tough 
integral metal floor that can be bolted to the ground for increased 
security. Access is via a single heavy-duty door with a tough pick-
and-drill resistant 3-point locking system – with internal deadbolts, 
designed to combine easy access with incredible security, to 
create a hard-wearing, secure garden shed. The Flexistore range 
of sheds is the additional front ventilation system for improved 
airflow reducing internal condensation inside even when the unit 
is fully locked.

Dimensions
Height: 1990mm (6ft 6")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 1")
Weight: 248Kg (39 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 3770mm
Door Apperture:
1710mm x 747mm
Door Clearance: 790mm

Flexistore Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with single door.
 - Integral metal base with an option to bolt down to the ground.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Additional front ventilated fascia to maintain airflow.  

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

**Extensions cannot be retrofitted to this model.

Flexistore Shed 5ft x 11ft

Buy the Flexistore 1533 Shed

Secure Garden Shed

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5-x-11-metal-garden-shed
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Combining strength with space, the Police Preferred (Secured 
by Design) Centurion shed is tough and hard-wearing suitable 
for a range of outdoor storage uses. Built with security in mind 
the Centurion range is built from thick, heavy gauge galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels. 

“I needed another so had no hesitation in purchasing the same 
model. Excellent construction, very sturdy... The first one, now 
three years old, shows absolutely no signs of wear and tear.” - 
Gramps of Takeley 

All Centurion units have a built-in metal floor, reinforced panels, 
a 5-point locking system and pick-and-drill resistant locks. Large 
reinforced double doors with welded hinges deadbolts give good 
access to your equipment, whilst maintaining excellent security. 

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 255Kg (40.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 2640mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double-door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 7ft

Police Preferred Garden Shed

Buy the Centurion Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/large-metal-shed-the-centurion
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Combining strength with space, the Police Preferred (Secured 
by Design) Centurion shed is tough and hard-wearing suitable 
for a range of outdoor storage uses. Built with security in mind 
the Centurion range is built from thick, heavy gauge galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels. 

All Centurion units have a built-in metal floor, reinforced panels, 
a 5-point locking system and pick-and-drill resistant locks. Large 
reinforced double doors with welded hinges deadbolts give good 
access to your equipment, whilst maintaining excellent security. 
The Centurion range of sheds is a professional-level - high
security storage unit suitable for both domestic and commercial 
use.  

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 11")
Weight: 334Kg (52.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 3790mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double-door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 11ft

Police Preferred Garden Shed

Buy the Centurion P1 Shed                              

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/extra-large-metal-shed-centurion-plus1
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The Centurion Plus 2 is a huge (65 stone), all-metal garden shed 
designed to give you multi-use outdoor storage for large items of 
garden or play equipment. Made in the UK from thick,  
heavy-gauge, galvanised (weatherproof) steel panels this garden 
shed is Loss Prevention Certified, UK Locksmith and Police 
(Secured by Design) approved. 

“After 12 years look at my shed, its as good as new and used 
every day” - SS

This all-metal shed is full of features including a tough, built-in 
metal floor and large double-door access. Hidden in the heavy-
duty, reinforced roof you will find Asgard’s unique shed ventilation 
system – discreet holes designed to allow air to flow freely inside 
this huge shed keeping condensation down to a minimum – 
keeping your tools safe and dry.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 4422mm (14ft 6")
Weight: 413kg (65 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 4940mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double-door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 14ft

Secure XXL Shed

Buy the Centurion P2 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-shed-centurion-plus2
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The Centurion Plus 3 is a super XL all-metal garden shed, 
weighing in at a monstrous (77 stone), this Secured By Design 
shed has been designed to give you multi-use outdoor storage, 
capable of storing the largest of garden equipment.  
 
The Centurion Plus 3 is made here in the UK from heavy-gauge, 
galvanised (weatherproof) steel panels – the only sensible choice 
for the best in shed security. If garden security is a concern, this 
shed is a Loss Prevention Certified product and Police Preferred 
(Secured By Design).

The Centurion Plus 3 is a professional-level, electrics-ready, all-
metal garden shed, and is the perfect choice for the professional 
gardener where security is important.  

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 5514mm (18ft 1")
Weight: 489Kg (77 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 5974mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed - Electric Ready 5ft x 18ft

New & Improved with Electric Mounting Plates

Buy the Centurion P3 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/xl-metal-shed-centurion-plus-3
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The Gladiator is a professional-level, all-metal garden storage 
shed built from very thick, heavy gauge, fully galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels and features a built-in metal floor and 
large double door access, making it suitable for your largest and 
most expensive garden equipment, such as a ride on mowers and 
electric tools.

“Very impressed with our steel shed from @asgardstorage, 
having so many tools to store outside a wooden shed wasn’t 
secure for us, so after a bit of research this Police Preferred shed 
was the answer for us” - No1FarmCottage

The Gladiator comes with a fantastic 5-point (pick and drill 
resistant) locking system with a deadbolt system inside, plus 
reinforced doors and panels and welded hinges making it 
Secured by Design (Police) approved. 

Dimensions
Height: 2072mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2260mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 327Kg (51.7stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 2640mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.    
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x7

Large Garden Shed With Power

Buy the Gladiator Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-shed-the-gladiator
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The Gladiator Plus 1 is one of the largest “off the shelf” metal 
garden shed measuring 7x11 feet. Suitable for storing high-value 
gardening tools and equipment securely, this shed, which is built 
from thick gauge, galvanised steel is a must-have storage unit for 
the security-conscious homeowner, who has large items to store. 

“Finish -10/10. Building quality -10/10. Robustnest -10/10. 
Accessories range -10/10. Client satisfaction -10/10” - Eddie

When you’re storing expensive items in your shed, some of which 
are electrical items, it’s important they are not affected by weather 
conditions or the build-up of condensation inside the shed. This 
all-purpose metal storage shed is Locksmiths, Police (Secured By 
Design), and Loss Prevention Certified (to level 1). With this level 
of secure testing, you can be assured of quality and security.

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 11")
Weight: 433Kg (68.3 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 3790mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x11

Police Preferred Garden & Tool Storage

Buy the Gladiator P1 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/extra-large-metal-sheds-gladiator-plus1
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The Police Preferred (Secured by Design) Gladiator Plus 2 is a 
wide garden shed, that provides exceptionally secure outdoor 
storage for the largest items. 

Built from thick, heavy gauge, galvanised (weatherproof) steel 
panels with a built-in metal floor for increased strength and
security, and fitted with a superb pick-and-drill resistant 5-point 
locking system, the Gladiator is an exceptionally secure shed. 
Security is further enhanced with reinforced hinges, toughened 
doors and an internal deadbolt locking system. 

The Gladiator range also features handy electric socket mounting 
points for adding power to the units and features Asgard’s
ventilation system to keep condensation to a minimum and your 
equipment safe and dry whatever the weather. 

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 4422mm (14ft 6")
Weight: 539Kg (85 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 4940mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x14

Extra Long Secure Storage Shed

Buy the Gladiator P2 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-shed-gladiator-plus2
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The Gladiator Plus 3 is an XXXL metal garden storage shed 
weighing in at a huge 101 stone, bringing strength, security and 
peace of mind. The Police-approved shed has been designed to 
give you secure outdoor storage for all your garden equipment, 
tools, patio furniture, family toys and more - and even comes 
equipped with 8 mounting plates to add electrics, allowing you to 
charge lights, gadgets and tools.

Like all of our Asgard high-security sheds, the Gladiator Plus 3 is 
designed, manufactured and delivered from our Yorkshire factory 
and is made out of heavy-gauge, galvanised (weatherproof) steel 
panels with reinforced panels, doors and welded hinges. These 
excellent security features and 5-point locking mechanism make 
the Gladiator garden shed Loss Prevention Certification Board 
(LPCB) level 1 certified, UK Locksmith and Secured by Design 
(Police) approved.     

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 5514mm (18ft 1")
Weight: 645Kg (101.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 5876mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x18

XXXL Garden And Tool Storage

Buy the Gladiator P3 Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS
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The Asgard Garrison Workshop Shed is a stand-alone workshop 
and tool shed measuring 10ft wide by 10ft 9” deep and weighing 
in at a staggering 99 stone (584 kilos). With an internal apex 
roof height of 6ft 8”, huge double-door access, an integrated 
ventilation system and electrical mounting plates inside for adding 
power, the Garrison workshop the ultimate hobby workshop or 
professional tool storage shed.

Designed and made in the UK from reinforced galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels with a built-in metal floor (that can be 
bolted down for further security) and 5-point locking double doors 
with deadbolts and EN1303-rated pick-and-drill resistant lock, the 
Garrison workshop shed is designed to become a fully functional 
workshop, helping to minimise the risk of theft, protect your tools 
and equipment from the weather.

Dimensions
Height: 2155mm (7ft 1")
Width: 3109mm (10ft 2")
Depth: 3277mm (10ft 9")
Weight: 628.5Kg (99 stone)

Base Dimensions:
3200mm x 3600mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Garrison Shed Features
 - Double door access with XL space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Installation included as standard.
 - Complementing bench available (see overleaf).

Garrison Workshop Shed 10x11

Workshop Storage Shed

Buy the Garrison Workshop

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/10x11-metal-workshop-shed
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The Asgard Workshop Bench is the perfect partner for our walk-in 
garden sheds and tool sheds, transforming the metal shed into 
your very own workshop. Measuring 998mm wide x 650mm deep, 
these modular workbenches can have unlimited extensions to 
extend or shrink your work area as your needs change. 

Made from a 50mm square, steel tube with a heavy-duty 
OSB3 worktop and an underneath storage shelf, our workshop 
benches are designed for heavy-duty professional use and avid 
DIYers. The workbench features a top frame pre-drilled holes 
and fixing points across the rear bars, perfect for hanging tools 
and equipment, screwing in our hook packs, hanging eyelets, 
or anything you want. This workbench is designed to allow the 
shed’s electric mounting plate to be easily accessible, making it 
simple to get power to your workbench*. 

Dimensions
Height: 1760mm
Width: 998mm
Depth: 650mm
Weight: 39Kg (6 stone)

Workbench Features
 - Modular design to extend and reduce to fit your shed.
 - 18mm OSB3 board worktop and shelf.
 - 50mm square steel construction.
 - Levelling feet, 10mm of adjustment for uneven floors.
 - Pre-drilled top frame for hanging accessories.
 - 838mm worktop height designed to suit most users.
 - Reinforced/ construction.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Grey finish only.

Modular Workbench

Modular Workbench - Extend to fit your shed

Buy the Workbench Starter Buy the Workbench Extension

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/workshop-workbench
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/workshop-workbench-extension
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Our Motorcycle Shed Ranges

Centurion Shed Range

5ft x 9ft / 11ft/ 14ft/ 18ft

Double Door

5-point locking system

Gladiator Shed Range

7ft x 9ft / 11ft/ 14ft/ 18ft

Double Door

 5-point locking system
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The Police Preferred (Secured by Design) Centurion 
Motorcycle Garage is built from thick, heavy gauge, galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels, featuring a built-in heavy-duty metal 
floor giving unequalled strength and security.

“It is perfect, being tall enough that I do not have to duck when 
wheeling the bike in, and wide enough to go straight back in one 
go - believe you me, a welcome change from fighting to get it 
into a standard shed!”- Wilf 

This bike garage offers excellent motorcycle security with 
reinforced panels, a 5-point (Locksmith approved) locking system, 
a pick-and-drill resistant lock and a full metal base, which can 
be bolted to the ground.  A unique vent system is built into the 
roof and sides, allowing exhaust fumes to escape and keeping 
condensation to a minimum. 

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 2740mm (9ft 0")
Weight: 294Kg (46.4 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 3215mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with ramp, wooden subfloor, hookrail and shelf.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 9ft

Bestselling Motorcycle Storage Unit

Buy the Centurion Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorcycle-garage
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The Police Preferred (Secured by Design) Asgard Motorbike 
Garage Plus is a secure, long motorbike storage unit designed to 
store your motorbike in the safest possible way. 

“I have had the shed for about a month now with all sorts of 
weather thrown at it. The shed remains dry and free of damp or 
condensation. The ventilation systems works well.” - Tony G 

This unit is built from heavy gauge, weatherproof steel panels that 
are reinforced to give it an added level of protection, and features 
a number of innovative security features; a tough 5-point locking 
system, and an EN1303 rated pick-and-drill resistant lock. Heavy-
duty reinforced doors, welded hinges and an integral metal floor 
that can bolt to the ground have helped our range of motorbike 
garages achieve UK Locksmiths, Secured by Design (Police) and 
Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) “approved” status.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 11")
Weight: 334Kg (52.5 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 3790mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subflooring, a hookrail and  

  a full-wdith shelf.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power.

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 11ft

Police Preferred Motorcycle Storage

Buy the Centurion Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorbike-garage-plus
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The Police Preferred (Secured by Design) Asgard Motorbike 
Garage Plus 1 is an extra long motorbike storage unit designed to 
store your motorbike in the safest possible way. 

“I have had the shed for about a month now with all sorts of 
weather thrown at it. The shed remains dry and free of damp or 
condensation. The ventilation systems works well.” - Tony G 

This unit is built from heavy gauge, weatherproof steel panels that 
are reinforced to give it an added level of protection, and features 
a number of innovative security features; a tough 5-point locking 
system, and an EN1303 rated pick-and-drill resistant lock. Heavy-
duty reinforced doors, welded hinges and an integral metal floor 
that can bolt to the ground have helped our range of motorbike 
garages achieve UK Locksmiths, Secured by Design (Police) and 
Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) “approved” status.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 4422mm (14ft 6")
Weight: 413Kg (65 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 4940mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subflooring, a hookrail and  

  2 full-wdith shelves.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power.

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 14ft

Police Preferred Motorcycle Storage

Buy the Centurion Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorbike-garage-plus1
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The Centurion extra-long Motorcycle Storage Garage is 
specifically designed to store up to 4 motorcycles (depending on 
the make and model) and riding accessories in the most secure 
way possible. All Asgard motorcycle storage units have been 
tested and approved by the LCPB, UK Locksmith Association, 
and Secured By Design (Police).

“More than enough room for my Fireblade, i guess you may get 3 
or more in.” - Jnat

Made from reinforced weatherproof (galvanised) steel panels and 
doors with welded hinges and a 5-point locking mechanism, this 
motorcycle shed has a wide range of security features to give you 
peace of mind. The shed also features hidden vents that help to 
maintain constant airflow inside the unit to reduce condensation 
and allow fumes to escape.

Dimensions
Height: 2032mm (6ft 7")
Width: 1580mm (5ft 2")
Depth: 5514mm (18ft 1")
Weight: 489Kg (77 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 5974mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm 
Door Clearance: 760mm

Centurion Shed Features
 - Walk in shed with full-width double door access.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subfloor, 2 shelves & hookrail.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Centurion Shed 5ft x 18ft

Holds Up to 4 Motorcycles

Buy the Centurion Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

**

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/xl-motorcycle-storage
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The Gladiator is a Police Preferred (Secured by Design)  
heavyweight motorbike storage unit that measures 2.2m wide 
and 2.7m long, giving you ample room to store a motorcycle and 
a number of other items. This unit is built from heavy gauge, 
weatherproof steel panels and features a number of innovative 
security features. 

“As I’ve built it myself, I can vouch for how secure this thing is. So 
many screws and plates holding each panel together. Especially 
love the extra little retaining pieces which prevent the roof panels 
being forced off from the outside!” - Damo 

A tough 5-point locking system, a pick-and-drill resistant lock, 
welded hinges, heavy-duty doors, an integral metal floor and a 
reinforced roof construction have helped our range of motorbike 
garages achieve UK Locksmiths “approved” status and Secure by 
Design (Police Preferred).

Dimensions
Height: 2072mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 2726mm (8ft 11")
Weight: 378Kg (59.5 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 3100mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subfloor, 2 shelves & hookrail.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x9

Large Garden Shed with Power

Buy the Gladiator Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorbike-storage-garage
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The Gladiator Motorcycle Plus extended bike storage unit is one 
of the largest and heaviest in the Asgard storage range. Made 
from tough, (weatherproof) galvanised steel, the Gladiator
Motorcycle Plus 1 has undergone vigorous testing as part of the 
LPCB Level 1 security test and is Secured by Design (Police 
Preferred) and UK locksmith-approved, ensuring your motorcycle 
and accessories are safe and secure. 
“Great shed and huge - built like tank” - Online Oli 

Measuring 2.24m wide and 3.33m long for your bikes and 
riding accessories, this shed fits 2 bikes (depending on the 
make and model). To help maintain airflow inside the unit, 
reduce condensation and allow fumes to escape, the Gladiator 
Motorcycle Plus features side vents and a unique ventilation 
system in the roof.     

Dimensions
Height: 2072mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 3330mm (10ft 11")
Weight: 433Kg (68.3 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 3790mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subfloor, 2 shelves & hookrail.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x11

Police Preferred Garden & Tool Storage

Buy the Gladiator Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorcycle-storage-garage-plus
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The Gladiator Motorcycle Plus 1 motorbike storage unit measures 
a huge 14ft 6” deep, making it ideal to store up to 3 motorcycles 
(depending on make and model). As our other Gladiator units, the 
garage is made from tough (weatherproof) galvanised steel has 
undergone vigorous testing by the Loss Prevention Certification 
Board and is Secured by Design (Police Preferred) and UK
Locksmith approved, ensuring your motorcycle is safe and
secure.  
“Thank you, worth the wait, and the spend on new drive” - John

Like all our motorcycle ranges, the shed features a 5-point locking 
system with a pick-and-drill resistant lock rated to EN1303 and 
deadbolts alongside a handle that is designed to snap off in an 
attempted attack. The middle panels of the unit feature a unique 
built-in ventilation system to maintain airflow inside the unit, 
reduce condensation and allow fumes to escape.

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 4422mm (14ft 6")
Weight: 539Kg (85 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 4940mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subfloor, 4 shelves & hookrail. 
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x14

Extra Long Garage for up to 3 Motorbikes

Buy the Gladiator Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/gladiator-motorbike-plus-1
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The Gladiator Motorcycle Garage is a 7ft x 18ft metal shed 
specifically designed to store multiple motorcycles and riding 
accessories safely and securely. Manufactured in the UK from 
thick reinforced galvanised (weatherproof) steel and weighing in 
at over 101 stone, this motorcycle storage is independently tested 
and certified by LPCB (level 1), UK Locksmith Associaton, and is 
Police Preferred (Secured by Design).

The Gladiator shed makes a superb motorcycle storage solution 
due to its double doors, access ramp, and extra width, making 
it easy to manoeuvre multiple motorcycles in and out. To 
ensure your motorcycle stays safe and dry, we’ve added hidden 
vents to help maintain constant airflow inside the unit, reduce 
condensation, and allow fumes to escape. This shed benefits from 
approval from many Insurance companies such as Lexham and 
Bennetts. Considering it to be the “equivalent of a brick garage”- 
but no planning permission required*

Dimensions
Height: 2074mm (6ft 8")
Width: 2240mm (7ft 4")
Depth: 5514mm (18ft 1")
Weight: 645Kg (101.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2410mm x 5876mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Gladiator Shed Features
 - Double door access with space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police Preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved with a discount on motorcycle insurance (Bennetts).
 - Complete with a ramp, wooden subfloor, 6 shelves & hookrail. 
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation kees equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Gladiator Shed 7x18

XXXL Motorcycle Garage for up to 4 Motorbikes

Buy the Gladiator Shed

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/gladiator-motorbike-plus-2
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The Asgard Garrison Motorcycle Workshop is a stand-alone 
workshop and motorcycle garage measuring 10ft wide by 10ft 9” 
deep and weighing in at a staggering 99 stone (584 kilos). With 
an internal apex roof height of 6ft 8”, huge double-door access, 
and an integrated ventilation system this shed gives ample space 
to work on your motorbike. This large garden workshop features 
electrical mounting plates inside for adding power.

Designed and made in the UK from reinforced galvanised 
(weatherproof) steel panels with a built-in metal floor (that can be 
bolted down for further security) and 5-point locking double doors 
with deadbolts and EN1303-rated pick-and-drill resistant lock, the 
Garrison workshop shed is designed to become a fully functional 
workshop, helping to minimise the risk of theft, protect your tools 
and equipment from the weather.

Dimensions
Height: 2155mm (7ft 1")
Width: 3109mm (10ft 2")
Depth: 3277mm (10ft 9")
Weight: 628.5Kg (99 stone)

Base Dimensions:
3200mm x 3600mm
Door Apperture: 
1690mm x 1420mm
Door Clearance: 760mm

Garrison Shed Features
 - Double door access with XL space to each side of the doors.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police), LPCB & UK Locksmith approved.
 - Electrical mounting plate and grommet for adding power. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Installation included as standard.
 - Complementing bench available (see overleaf).

Garrison Motorcycle Workshop 10x11

Workshop Storage Shed

Buy the Garrison Workshop

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/10x11-motocycle-workshop-garage
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Our Fishing Tackle Storage Ranges

Sentry Shed

3ft x 7ft

Single Door

3-point locking system

Trojan Plus Shed

7ft x 3ft

Double Door

5-point locking system
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The Trojan Plus Fishing Tackle Storage is a secure all-metal 
shed designed for storing all of your fishing equipment including 
storage boxes, fishing rod bags, nets, tackle and more. Measuring 
7ft 2” wide x 3ft 1” deep x 6ft 6” high with double doors, the shed 
is perfect for gaining easy access to your fishing equipment. 

“Peace of mind knowing that my fishing tackle is as safe as it  
can be.” - Christopher Merrell

Made from heavy-duty galvanised (weatherproof) steel and 
supplied with a 10-year warranty, this heavy-duty fishing 
equipment store features an integral metal base and a 5-point 
locking system with a pick-and-drill resistant lock to keep your 
equipment safe. The unique ventilation system ensures your 
equipment stays dry. 

Dimensions
Height: 2110mm (6ft 9")
Width: 2200mm (7ft 2")
Depth: 950mm (3ft 1")
Weight: 160Kg (25 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2350mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture: 
1760mm x 1572mm 
Door Clearance: 810mm

Trojan Plus Shed Features
 - Walk-in shed with double door access and rain guard.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Integral metal base with fixing kit for securing to the ground.
 - Complete with 2 shelves, 5 hooks and 10 eyelets.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Trojan Plus Shed 7ft x 3ft

Walk-In Shed

Buy the Trojan Plus Shed

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/fishing-tackle-storage
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weatherproof shed designed for storing all of your fishing
equipment including storage boxes, fishing pole bags, nets, tackle 
boxes and more. Measuring 3ft 6" wide x 7ft 4" deep x 6ft 4" high, 
this thin shed is perfect for the side of the house or tight spaces 
and is tall enough for most people to easily walk in and
manoeuvre around. 

Manufactured in the UK from heavy-duty galvanised (weather-
proof) steel, the Sentry is a low-maintenance, heavy-duty shed 
with a 10-year anti-perforation warranty, and features an integral 
metal base allowing you to anchor your shed to your level patio 
base. With it weighing in at 22.8 stone, you can be confident it 
won’t move in extreme weather or be pried up from the floor by 
thieves. For added security, this fishing store features a 3-point 
locking system with an EN1303-rated durable, corrosion,
temperature and pick-and-drill resistant lock.

Dimensions
Height: 1930mm (6ft 4")
Width: 1056mm (3ft 6")
Depth: 2228mm (7ft 4")
Weight: 145Kg (22.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1200mm x 2400mm
Door Apperture:
1700mm x 740mm
Door Clearance: 790mm

Sentry Shed Features
 - Compact design suitable for small spaces with a single door.
 - Tall walk-in shed with an internal apex height of 6ft 2".
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Additional front ventilated fascia to maintain airflow.
 - Complete with 2 shelves, 5 hooks and 10 eyelets.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Sentry Shed 3ft x 7ft

Buy the Sentry Shed

Designed For Small Spaces

**

**Sentry E Bike Shed Only

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/fishing-equipment-storage
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Our Caravan Shed Ranges

Access Shed

7ft x 4ft

Double Door & Lift-Up Lid

3-point locking system

Addition Shed

6ft x 3ft

Double Door

3-point locking system

Annexe Shed 

6ft x 3ft

Double Door

5-point locking system

Secure Store Shed

5ft x 3ft

Double Door

3-point locking system

Small Gas Storage

2.5ft x 1.5ft

Single Door

Utility Lock

Medium Gas Storage

3ft x 1.5ft

Single Door

Utility Lock

Large Gas Storage

5ft x 1.5ft

Double Door

Utility Lock
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The Secure Store is a fantastic small shed measuring 5ft x 3ft 
with full-width double doors, making it an ideal secure home for all 
of your holiday home/ caravan items such as patio furniture and 
BBQs all year round. As with all Asgard sheds, the small shed is 
built from weatherproof (galvanised) steel with an integral metal 
floor that interlocks with the main shed body adding additional 
weight and security to the unit. 

“The service we received from ordering to delivery was excellent 
and we will be happy to recommend Asgard to anyone who 
asks.” - Keith

Around the eves, the Asgard ventilation system helps to increase 
airflow inside the shed even when fully locked, reducing the 
build-up of condensation. The Secure Store is fitted with a 3-point 
pick-and-drill resistant lock. 

Dimensions
Height: 1312mm (4ft 3")
Height at rear: 1266mm (4ft 1")
Width: 1542mm (5ft 1")
Depth: 950mm (3ft 1")
Weight: 76Kg (12 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1600mm x 1000mm
Door Apperture:
1260mm x 1200mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Secure Store Features
 - Double door access to maximise space.
 - Rear-sloping roof to drain water away.
 - Integral floor with fixing kit for securing the unit to the ground.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Buy the Secure Store

Small Caravan Park Storage

Secure Store 5ft x 3ft

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/secure-store-5x3-caravan-storage
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The Asgard caravan storage box is a tough, all-metal caravan and 
holiday home storage unit providing excellent outdoor security 
for caravan accessories and site equipment. Built from tough, 
galvanised steel, this storage unit offers excellent security and an 
ideal secure store for all of your equipment. 

“Heavy-duty, secure storage box: built to last, it will probably still 
be going long after I’m gone!” -Rincewind 

The Addition caravan store features a pick-and-drill resistant,  
3-point locking system, an integral full metal floor and a vented 
roof – keeping your bikes safe and dry. Packed with innovative 
features the Addition has an integral rain guard to keep the 
strongest wind and rain out, featuring large, double-door access 
for easy loading and unloading of your equipment. 

Dimensions
Height: 1444mm (4ft 7")
Width: 1832mm (6ft)
Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 103Kg (16.2 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1990mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture:
1180mm x 1140mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Addition Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access. 
 - Door handing can be changed by the user.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Integral over-door weather guard.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Addition Shed 6ft x 3ft

Buy the Addition Shed

Medium Caravan Storage Box

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-caravan-site-storage-medium
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The Asgard Police preferred caravan storage box is an extra 
tough, all-metal caravan and holiday home storage unit suitable 
for high-value caravan accessories and site equipment. Whilst 
the Annexe looks identical to our Additions unit, the Annexe has 
additional security features to make it LPCB level 1 certified, 
Secured by Design and UK Locksmith approved.

“The finished article is amazing. Really tough and durable 
construction ” - Richard

The Annexe caravan store features an EN1303 rated pick-and-
drill resistant, 5-point locking system with deadbolts, and an 
integral full metal floor. With weatherproof reinforced panels, 
doors and hinges, the Annexe is a high-security shed. Complete 
with an integral rain guard and double-door access for easy 
loading and unloading of your equipment. 

Dimensions
Height: 1444mm (4ft 7")
Width: 1832mm (6ft)
Depth: 924mm (3ft)
Weight: 138Kg (21.7 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1990mm x 1100mm
Door Apperture:
1180mm x 1140mm
Door Clearance: 650mm

Annexe Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access. 
 - Door handing can be changed by the user.
 - Tough 3-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Integral over-door weather guard.
 - Tough 5-point locking system with pick-and-drill resistant lock.
 - Reinforced panels and doors with welded hinges.
 - Secured by Design (Police preferred), LPCB & UK Locksmith  

  approved. 

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

Annexe Shed 6ft x 3ft

Buy the Annexe Shed

Medium Caravan Storage Box

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/01

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/04

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/01

CENTURION ANNEXE CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 05
Cert No. 596a/02

CLASSIC (HIGH SECURITY)

LPS 1175: Issue 07
Cert No. 596b/02

GLADIATORS

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/police-approved-caravan-storage
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The Access metal caravan site store has been designed to  
sit alongside and blend in with your static caravan and provide 
easy access to your equipment with two double doors and a 
gas lift lid. This weatherproof shed is designed to hold all of your 
holiday equipment in or out of the season. 

“[I was] so impressed, I kept it for my home and ended up 
buying another, you pay for what you get. Good solid storage 
shed for all your needs” - Jon

This shed features a 3-point locking system - a shrouded padlock 
system with internal steel deadbolts on the doors and an integral 
metal floor that can be bolted to the ground for extra security. 
A hidden ventilation system allows air flow inside, keeping 
condensation to a minimum. 

Dimensions
Height at front: 1140mm (3ft 8")
Height at rear: 1340mm (4ft 4")
H Lid open: 1960mm (6ft 5")
Width: 2060mm (6ft 8")
Depth: 1043mm (3ft 4")
Weight: 114Kg (18 stone)

Base Dimensions:
2200mm x 1150mm
Door Apperture: 1350mm
Door Clearance: 780mm

Access Shed Features
 - Low shed design with wide double door access and lif-up lid. 
 - Tough 3-point locking system with stainless steel shrouded  

  twin locks designed for own padlocks (level 8 recommended).
 - Gas-assisted lid with easy-grip handle.

 - Integral shed ventilation keeps equipment dry. 
 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Integral full metal base with fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.
 - Easy self-assembly or Installation service is available.

This unit requires 100mm at the rear for the lid to open. 

Access Shed 7ft x 4ft

Buy the Access Shed

Low Shed With Lift-Up Lid

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/caravan-site-storage-low
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Keep your LPG gas bottles safe and secure with our tough gas 
bottle storage units. Built from galvanised (weatherproof steel), 
the Asgard small gas bottle storage unit is designed to hold 2 x 
19kg gas bottles. 

“Easy to install and ideal for keeping the gas bottles safe” - 
Rogerc

For safety, our gas units have utility-style locks and lift-up lids, 
providing quick and easy access to your bottles in an emergency, 
plus a set of vented panels for gas and vapours to escape. All of 
our gas bottle storage units have been designed in conjunction 
with Calor Gas and are the only units on the market to be 
selected as Calor Choice products. 

Dimensions
Height: 1016mm (3ft 3")
Width: 813mm (2ft 7")
Depth: 483mm (1ft 6")
Weight: 30Kg (4.8 stone)

Base Dimensions:
800mm x 500mm

Gas Storage Features
 - Designed to store 2x 19kg bottles with easy access lift-up lid.
 - Single utility key lock for emergency access.
 - Designed in conjunction with Calor Gas.
 - Optional OPSO plate to fit regulator too.
 - Pre-assembled in the factory requiring very little installation.

 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.

Gas Storage 2x 19Kg Bottles

Buy the Small Gas Store

Designed to Safely Store 2 Medium Gas Bottles

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/propane-gas-bottle-storage
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Keep your LPG gas bottles safe and secure with our tough gas 
bottle storage units. Built from galvanised (weatherproof steel), 
the Asgard medium gas bottle storage unit is designed to hold 2 x 
47kg gas bottles. 

“Easy to install and ideal for keeping the gas bottles safe” - 
Rogerc

For safety, our gas units have utility-style locks and lift-up lids, 
providing quick and easy access to your bottles in an emergency, 
plus a set of vented panels for gas and vapours to escape. All of 
our gas bottle storage units have been designed in conjunction 
with Calor Gas and are the only units on the market to be 
selected as Calor Choice products. 

Dimensions
Height: 1549mm (5ft 1")
Width: 914mm (3ft 0")
Depth: 500mm (1ft 6")
Weight: 47Kg (7.5 stone)

Base Dimensions:
990mm x 700mm

Gas Storage Features
 - Designed to store 2x 47kg bottles with easy access lift-up lid.
 - Easy loading ramp with single utility key lock for emergency 

  access.
 - Designed in conjunction with Calor Gas.
 - Optional OPSO plate to fit regulator too.
 - Pre-assembled in the factory requiring very little installation.

 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.

Gas Storage 2x 47Kg Bottles

Buy the Medium Gas Store

Designed to Safely Store 2 Large Gas Bottles

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/2x-gas-bottle-storage
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Keep your LPG gas bottles safe and secure with our tough gas 
bottle storage units. Built from galvanised (weatherproof steel), 
the Asgard large gas bottle storage unit is designed to hold 4 x 
47kg gas bottles. 

“Really well made,strong and sturdy just the job to keep the 
cylinders in. The dark green blends in well and it looks very 
smart.” - Jane

For safety, our gas units have utility-style locks and lift-up lids, 
providing quick and easy access to your bottles in an emergency, 
plus a set of vented panels for gas and vapours to escape. All of 
our gas bottle storage units have been designed in conjunction 
with Calor Gas and are the only units on the market to be 
selected as Calor Choice products. 

Dimensions
Height: 1549mm (5ft 1")
Width: 1700mm (5ft 6")
Depth: 500mm (1ft 6")
Weight: 68Kg (10.9 stone)

Base Dimensions:
1730mm x 700mm

Gas Storage Features
 - Designed to store 4x 47kg bottles with easy access lift-up lid.
 - Easy loading ramp with single utility key lock for emergency  

  access.
 - Designed in conjunction with Calor Gas.
 - Optional OPSO plate to fit regulator too.
 - Pre-assembled in the factory requiring very little installation.

 - Made from strong, thick, galvanised (weatherproof) steel.
 - Fixing kit to secure to the ground.
 - Green, grey or ivory finish, suitable for every exterior decor.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.*
 - Low Maintenance with no repainting required.
 - Internal fixings with no externally exposed fixtures.

Gas Storage 4x 47Kg Bottles

Buy the Large Gas Store

Designed to Safely Store 4 Large Gas Bottles
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Our Outdoor Living Ranges

Burner King

Outdoor heater and stove

Large vision panel

Large heat output
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Made from thick, solid steel the Asgard Burner King is an outdoor 
stove that is 100% made in Britain by Asgard Secure Steel 
Storage a British manufacturer with decades of manufacturing 
heritage.

“It’s incredible! I absolutely love it! Thank you so much” - Bee 
Osborn, Interior Designer.

With an impressive overall height of 1750mm the Asgard 
Wood burner has rugged good looks, and as with all Asgard 
products, has been designed to last. With an all-steel, heavy-duty 
construction, featuring a heatproof (roped) glass door and an 
amazing 1-meter chimney, this 75kg Outdoor wood burner gives 
off an astonishing amount of heat for the full 360 degrees around 
the burner, providing you and your guests continuous warmth late 
into the night.

Dimensions
Height with Chimney:  
1700mm (5ft 6")
Height: 750mm (2ft 5")
Width: 600mm (1ft 11")
Depth: 500mm (1ft 7")
Weight: 75Kg (11.5 stone)

Door Apperture:
400mm x 300mm

Burner King Features
 - High-temperature paint for a long-lasting finish in black.
 - Burns chimenea fule/logs.
 - Durable steel construction with an integral airflow system.
 - Heat-resistant glass with handle designed to stay cooler**.
 - Internal split ashtray.
 - 2x hot plates for cooking (please allow 30-45mins to get to 

  temperature).
 - Removable chimney with optional cowl.
 - Supplied with a free 10-year warranty as standard.

Burner King Safety
 - Please use sufficient protection whilst using the handle**.
 - Please ensure you leave adequate room around your burner 

   to protect heat-sensitive or flammable objects.
 - Do not leave your wood burner unattended.
 - Please do not use accelerants or burn anything other than 

   wood and chiminea logs.  
Buy the Burner King

Stay Warm Late Into The Summer Evenings

Burner King woodburner

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/outdoor-wood-burning-stove
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Our Accessories

Access Padlocks

Locks for Access / Maxess

Level 8 security

2 locks, keyed alike

HARDENED

S

Universal Hooks

Multi-use storage hooks

Fits all Asgard sheds

Heavy duty construction

Bike Hangers

Stores 1 bike off the ground

Compatible with various sheds

Heavy duty construction

Adjustable Bike Hangers

Ladder Rack

Access/ Maxess Ladder Rack

Stores 1 bike off the ground

Compatible with various sheds

Heavy duty construction

Hang ladders and tools

Fits to all sheds over 9ft deep

Heavy duty construction

Hang ladders and tools

Fits all Access/ Maxess sheds

Heavy duty construction

Hook Rail

Designed for helmets & more

Compatible with various sheds

Heavy duty construction

Universal Ramp & Grip Tape

Helps move items

Suitable for most sheds

Heavy duty construction

Shelves

Multi-use storage shelf

Unique design per range

Heavy duty construction

Tool Rail

Designed for garden tools

Compatible with various sheds

Heavy duty construction

Universal Eyelet

Multi-use storage hooks

Fits all Asgard sheds

Heavy duty construction

Guttering Bracket

Add Guttering to Your Shed

Fits most Asgard sheds

Works with FloPlast Brackets

Wooden Subfloor

Protects your subfloor & tyres

Compatible with various sheds

Heavy duty construction

Bike Racks & Toast Racks

Stands bikes upright

Centurion/Gladiator sheds

4-6 bikes depending on model

Gas OPSO plate

Mount gas regulators

Metal to match gas units

Designed to fit most regulators
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Please note, replacement keys and parts, additional screws, 
levelling shims etc are available on the website under  
Aftercare & Maintenance

Yale Padlock & Security Cable

Added security system 

Works with ground anchors

Multiple units

Yale All-In-One Camera

Added security system

Syncs to your smart phone

Centurion/Gladiator sheds

Yale Wireless Alarm

Added security system

For inside your shed

Freestanding or mounted

1 2

4
3

Yale Ground Anchor

Café Bike Lock

Added security system

Fits to wooden subfloors

Suitable for all units

For use while out and about

Cable bike lock

2 keys

Oxford Ground Anchor & Lock

Ground Anchor

Added security system

Sold Secure Silver

Drills through floor

Added security system

Sold Secure Silver

Drills through subfloor

LED Magnetic Light 

Large LED Magnetic Light 

Magnetic to place anywhere

Helps to see in winter

Rechargeable

Magnetic to place anywhere

Helps to see in winter

Rechargeable

Service Pen for Locks

Helps maintain your Asgard

Suitable for all locks

Sold Secure Lock & Chain

Additional Keys

Spare keys for multiple users

Burner King Cowl

Metal design with vents

Designed to protect from rain

Contrasting silver design

Burner King Cover

Weatherproof cover

Designed to fit perfectly

2.1 heavy duty security cable

waterproof U lockk

Sold Secure Diamond
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 - Strong design to hold multiple objects. 
 - Half widths and full width designs.
 - Fits to multiple shed models at rear or side of shed depending  

  upon model of the shed.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws with instructions provided.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: Access/ Maxess E Pro Shed Range Shelves

Compatibility: Sentry & Sentry E Shed Shelves

Compatibility: Addition/ Annexe Range Shelves

Compatibility: Trojan Plus Shelves

Compatibility: Flexistore Shed Range Shelves

Compatibility: Gladiator Shed Range Shelves

Compatibility: Centurion Shed Range Shelves

Please note, shelves are not available for Secure Store, Bike Lockers, 
Burner King or gas storage. 

 - Designed to hold multiple tools such as spades and shovels. 
 - Fits to multiple shed models.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws with instructions provided.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: Centurion shed range, Gladiator shed range, 
Flexistore 1522 and 1533 sheds, Sentry and Sentry E Sheds.

Compatibility: Flexistore 1511.

Not suitable for bike lockers, Burner King & gas storage.

Shed Accessories

Shelves Tool Rail for Various Shed Designs

Buy the Access Shelf x1

Buy the Sentry Half Shelf x1 Buy the Sentry Half Shelf x2

Buy the Centurion Half Shelf x1

Buy the Add/Ann Half Shelf x1

Buy the Flexistore Half Shelf x2

Buy the Gladiator Half Shelf x2

Buy the Trojan Half Shelf x2

Buy the Centurion Full Shelf x1

Buy the Centurion Full Shelf x2

Buy the Add/Ann Full Shelf x1

Buy the Tool Rail

Buy the Tool Rail

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please check prior to purchasing. 

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/access-shed-shelf-kit
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/sentry-shelf-pack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/sentry-2-pack-shelves
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorbike-garage-accessory-shelf-kit
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/half-width-shed-shelf
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/flexistore-shed-shelf-pack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/gladiator-easy-fit-shelves
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/asgard-shed-shelf-pack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/centurion-shed-shelf-kit
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/easy-fit-shelf-kit-pack-of-2
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/full-width-shed-shelf
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/shed-tool-rail
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/easy-fit-tool-rail
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 - Designed to hold multiple items in a smaller space.
 - Fits to multiple shed models.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws with instructions provided.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: Centurion shed range, Gladiator shed range, 
Flexistore 1522 and 1533 sheds, Sentry and Sentry E Sheds.

Not suitable for bike lockers, Sentry sheds, Burner King & gas storage.

 - Wooden Subfloor designed to protect your integral metal base.
 - Cut to size, ready to slot in.
 - Flexistore models have an additional metal flatplate.

Compatibility: Secure Store

Compatibility: Access, Access Plus/ Maxess E Pro Subfloor

Compatibility: Sentry & Sentry E Shed Subfloor

Compatibility: Addition Shed Subfloor

Compatibility: Annexe Shed Subfloor

Compatibility: Trojan Plus Shed Subfloor

Compatibility: Flexistore Shed Range Subfloor

Compatibility: Centurion Shed Range Subfloor

Compatibility: Gladiator Shed Range Subfloor

Hook Rail Wooden Subfloors

Buy the Hook Rail

Buy the Access 7x4 Subfloor

Buy Secure Store 5x3 Subfloor

Buy the Trojan 7x3 Subfloor

Buy the Flexistore 5x4 Subfloor

Buy the Centurion 5x7 Subfloor

Buy the Gladiator 7x7 Subfloor

Buy the Flexistore 5x11 Subfloor

Buy the Centurion 5x14 Subfloor

Buy the Gladiator 7x14 Subfloor

Buy the Centurion 5x18 Subfloor

Buy the Gladiator 7x18 Subfloor

Buy the Flexistore 5x7 Subfloor

Buy the Centurion 5x11 Subfloor

Buy the Gladiator 7x11 Subfloor

Buy the Access P 8x4 Subfloor

Buy the Sentry 3x7 Subfloor

Buy the Addition 6x3 Subfloor

Buy the Annexe 6x3 Subfloor

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please check prior to purchasing. 

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/motorbike-garage-storage-hooks
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/7x4-shed-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x3-wooden-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/7x3-shed-protective-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x4-metal-shed-flooring
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/centurion-wooden-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/7x7-metalshed-subfloor-pack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x11-garden-shed-flooring
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x14-shed-flooring-pack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/7x14-garden-shed-flooring
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x18-shed-flooring-pack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x18-shed-flooring-pack-1
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/5x7-shed-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/7x11-metal-shed-subflooring
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/access-plus-floor-kit
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/sentry-wooden-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/6x3-metalshed-subfloor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/annexe-wooden-subfloor
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 - Level 8 disc padlocks suitable for the Access & Maxess E Pro  
  shed ranges.
 - Stainless steel boy
 - Protects the shackle from most forms of attack.
 - Pack of 2 with keyed alike lock (the same key operates both  

   locks), with 4 keys supplied. 

Compatibility: Access, Access Plus, Access E Plus, Maxess E 
Pro sheds. 

 - Bike rack to stand bikes upright and separately.
 - Spans the whole width of the shed, fitting to the rear.
 - Holds 4 bikes within Centurion units, 6 within Gladiators  

  (requires two additional toast racks).
 - Provides an anchor point to lock bike too.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws with instructions provided.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available with grey toast racks. 

Compatibility: Centurion and Gladiator units only, individual 
designs to suit each shed range. 

 - Bike rack to support 1 bike off the ground.
 - Fits to multiple shed models (side or rear of the shed  

  depending on shed model).
 - Soft rubber grip ends to protect and support your bike.
 - Provides an anchor point to lock bike too.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws with instructions provided.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: Trojan Plus, Centurion range, Gladiator range, 
Flexistore 1522 and 1533 sheds, Sentry range.

Shed Accessories

Access/ Maxess E Pro Disc Padlocks Centurion/ Gladiator Bike Racks & Toast Racks Bike Hanger for Various Shed Designs

Buy the Disc Padlock

Buy Additional Toast Racks

Buy the Gladiator Rack

Buy the Centurion Rack

Buy the Bike Hanger

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/access-disc-padlocks
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-stand
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-rack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-bike-rack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/heavy-duty-bike-rack
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 - Universal ramp designed for most Asgard sheds.
 - Designed to make manoeuvring items out simple and easy.
 - Clamps into place by the weight of the shed.
 - Recommended to install before/with the shed base for an  

  easy installation.
 - Optional grip tape available for additional safety.
 - 200mm (d) x 1350mm (w) 
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

  
Compatibility: Addition, Annexe, Access/ Maxess E Pro range, 
Trojan Plus, Secure Store, Flexistore range, Centurion range, 
Gladiator range.

Not suitable for bike lockers, Sentry sheds, Burner King & gas storage.

 - Hook packs to hang wheels, saws, helmets and more.
 - Utilises any existing screw hole with keyhole design for easy  

  installation. 
 - Pack of 5 or 10.
 - 135mm (h) x 40mm (d) x 40mm (w)
 - Internal depth is 35mm. Front lip is 29mm high.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available. Made in the UK from 

  galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: All Asgard metal sheds.
Not suitable for the Burner King & gas storage.

Shed Accessories

Universal Ramp Universal Hooks

Buy the Universal Ramp Buy the Grip Tape

Buy 5 Hooks

Buy 10 Hooks

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

 - Bike rack to support 1 bike off the ground.
 - Fits to multiple shed models (side or rear of the shed  

  depending on shed model).
 - Suitable for all bike types.
 - Soft rubber grip ends to protect and support your bike.
 - Provides an anchor point to lock bike too.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws with instructions provided.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: Trojan Plus, Centurion range, Gladiator range, 
Flexistore 1522 and 1533 sheds, Sentry range.

Adjustable Bike Hanger for Various Shed Designs

Buy the Bike Hanger

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/asgard-shed-ramp
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/grip-tape
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/universal-asgard-shed-hooks
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/universal-hooks
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/heavy-duty-bike-rack
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 - Magnetic LED light attaches to any part of the shed.
 - Movable - take hand held.
 - 130 lumens of light.
 - 3 modes; always on, motion only or motion & light sensor  

   mode. 
 - Long-life charge and rechargeable via USB.
 -  2 sizes to suit all sheds.

 - Eyelets to suspend helmets, bungee cords and more.
 - Use 2 eyelets and a bungee cord (not included) to support  

  tools to the side of the shed.
 - Pack of 10 with 8 small eyelets and 2 large eyelets.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available. 

Compatibility: All Asgard metal sheds.
Not suitable for the Burner King & gas storage.

 - Designs to hold ladders, brooms, gardening equipment.
 - 2 racks per kit.
 - Uses pre-drilled holes.
 - Integral hook ends.

Compatibility: Centurion, Gladiator, Flexistore and Garrison 
models over 9ft deep. 
Compatibility: Access & Maxess models.

Magnetic LED LightUniversal Eyelets Ladder Rack

Buy a Medium Magnetic Light Buy a Large Magnetic Light

Buy 10 Eyelets Buy Apex Shed Rack Buy Access/Maxess Rack

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

Please note, this item may be included with some sheds as standard, please 
check prior to purchasing. 

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/led-sensor-light
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/led-sensor-light-large
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/eyelets-for-all-storage
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/heavy-duty-ladder-rack
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/access-heavy-duty-ladder-rack
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Accessories

 - Helps maintain a smooth mechanism of your Asgard lock
 - Prevents dirt, sand and dust from sticking to your lock. 
 - Loosens rust and dirt.
 - Displaces water and humidity to prevent corrosion. 

 - Helps harvest water from your shed.
 - Compatible with Floplast Mini Line Kit.
 - Adjustable to create a fall encouraging water into your  

  waterbutt.
 - Dark grey only.
 - Pack of 16. 

Compatibility: Flexistore, Sentry, Saracen, Centurion, Gladiator, 
Trojan or Garrison Workshop shed. 

 - Additional shed key x1.
 - Suitable for multiple users.
 - Compatible with all Asgard sheds with a handle.
 - Not suitable for Asgard Access disc padlocks.

Service PenGuttering Brackets Additional Keys

Buy Service Pen

Buy Guttering Brackets

Buy an Additional Key

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/lock-service-pen
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/shed-gutter-kit
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/key-replacement
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 - Weatherproof cover designed to fit the Burner King.
 - PCV material suitable for outdoor use.
 - Please remove the cowl prior to storage.

Compatibility: Burner King only. 

 - Cowl to increase the draft of the chimney, prevent downdraft.  
  and water from entering the chimney.
 - Quick and easy to fit.
 - Galvanised steel.

Compatibility: Burner King only.

 - OPSO plate to fit a gas regulator too.
 - Easy to fit, utilising existing screws.
 - Made in the UK from galvanised steel to match your shed.
 - Green, grey and ivory finish available.

Compatibility: Small, medium and large gas storage.

Burner King Cover Burner King Cowl Gas Storage OPSO Plate

Buy the Burner King Cover
Buy the Burner King Cowl Buy the OPSO Plate

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/burner-king-weatherproof-cover
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/burner-king-cowl
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/opso-plate
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 - Outdoor all-in-one camera designed by Yale.
 - 80dB loud siren alarm to warn you of unwanted visitors. 
 - Motion detected alarms sent to your phone.
 - Requires Wifi and the Yale View app (Android & Apple) with  

  no monthly fee.
 - 2 way conversation in real-time with built in microphone/ 

  speaker.
 - Customisable detection.
 - Night vision up to 10 metres and live viewing.
 - Full HD 1080p picture quality with 2.4Ghz frequency.
 - 3m USB cable to connect your shed’s power
 - Adjustable camera.
 - Comes with a fixing bracket to secure to the outside of your  

  Centurion or Gladiator shed.

 - Wireless alarm with battery operation, designed by Yale.
 - Motion detection up to 12m with siren activating after 10  

  seconds if no correct pin code is entered. 
 - Set your own 4 digit code.
 - 100dB siren.
 - 4x AA batteries required (not included)
 - Freestanding or mounted inside your shed.
 - Low battery indicator. 
 - Indoor use only, designed to fit inside your shed. 

 - Padlock and standard security cable designed by Yale.
 - Hardened steel shackles to prevent cutting with double ball  

  locking tested up to EN 12320: 2012 (Padlock)
 - Padlock tested up to 120 hours of corrosion resistance.
 - Padlock tested to 10,000 cycles (opening and closing) 
 - Weatherproof design.
 - Clinch loop designed security cable with protective vinyl cable  

  cover, 1.2m in length.

Security Accessories

Yale All-In-One Camera Yale Wireless Shed Alarm Yale Padlock & Standard Security Cable

Buy the Yale Camera

Buy the Yale Alarm

Buy the Yale Padlock & Cable

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/yale-camera-light-alarm
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/yale-wireless-shed-alarm
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/yale-weatherproof-padlock
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 - Ground anchor for sheds installed with a wooden subfloor. 
 - Suitable for bikes and motorcycles.
 - Drills through the wooden subfloor with bolts under the  

  subfloor. 

Compatibility: Any Asgard shed installed with a subfloor.

Not suitable for the Vertical Bike Locker, Burner King & gas storage.

 - Sold Secure Silver rated ground anchor and bike lock.
 - Protective cover on the bike chain.
 - Suitable for bikes and motorcycles.
 - Requires a 100mm deep shed base (concrete recommended)
 - Requires drilling through the integral shed base,  

  recommended to treat the area with a rust inhibitor (not  
  included) such as our touch up paint. 

Compatibility: Most Asgard sheds including Twin Bike Locker 
(drills straight into your shed base, no touch up paint required)

Not suitable for the Vertical Bike Locker, Burner King & gas storage.

 - Sold Secure Silver rated ground anchor.
 - Drills through the wooden subfloor, through the shed or  

  direct into concrete.
 - Easy to install.
 - Includes fixing kit and mounting plate.

Compatibility: Most Asgard sheds.
Not suitable for the Vertical Bike Locker, Burner King & gas storage.

Security Accessories

Yale Ground Anchor Oxford Bike Lock & Ground Anchor Ground Anchor

Buy the Yale Ground Anchor

Buy the Ground Anchor

Buy the Ground Anchor

Buy Touch Up Paint

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/yale-ground-anchor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bike-lock-ground-anchor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/ground-anchor
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/250ml-touch-up-paint
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 - Sold Secure bike Diamond U padlock.
 - Double bolted mechanism with case-hardenedd steel shackle.
 - Protective rotating keyhole cover.
 - Weather resistant.
 - 15mm diameter braided steel cable. 
 - Sold Secure Silver and Secured by Design cable.
 - Weather-resistant vinyl coating.

 - Cable bike lock with practical mount
 - 2 key included
 - 8mm x 1m twisted coil cable core with durable vinyl coating
 - Weatherproof design
 - Black cable.

U Padlock & High Security Cable Café Bike Lock

Buy the Lock Kit

Buy the Bike Lock

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/bikelock-chain
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/cafe-bike-lock
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Learn how to lay a shed base on our 
YouTube channel!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUA3YUgCugA
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Delivery Information

All sheds are made to order

Up-to-date lead times

Postcode checker

Environment & Sustainabilty

99% Recyclable

Environmental Policy

Renewable Energies

Payment Options

Klarna Finance Options

Accepted Cards

Buy Online

Accreditations

Security Accreditations

Manufacturing Accreditations

Industry Reviews

Shed Base

Why is a shed base important

Useful video from a builder

Tarmac, Paving or Concrete

Customer Reviews

Shed Reviews

Links to Product Shown

Split into Shed Type

Shed Installation

Self Installation

Shed Installation Service

Costs for your shed model

Shed Warranty

Free 10 year warranty

What’s Included

Terms & Conditions

At Asgard, our website is chock-a-block with useful information 
helping you choose the right shed and set-up for you. To the right 
is a selection of useful links and guides to help you with your 
Asgard.

Useful Guides & Links
Where to find useful information?

View Useful Guides

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-shed-delivery
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/asgard-sustainable-sheds-and-environmental-policy
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/how-to-pay-for-your-asgard
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-storage-accreditations
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/why-is-an-asgard-shed-base-important
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/casestudies
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/metal-shed-installation-service
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/10-year-warranty-on-asgard-metal-sheds
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/useful-guides


Asgard Steel Storage

t: 03456 580 730
e: cs@asgardsss.co.uk
1392 Leeds Road, Bradford, BD3 7AE 
Order Online: www.asgardsss.co.uk

Company Registration Number: 2542123

https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/
https://www.asgardsss.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/asgardsss
https://www.instagram.com/asgardstorage/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/asgardstorage/
https://www.youtube.com/user/AsgardStorage

